Long Term Care Pharmacy
The framework within ePostRx™ gives the Client the
flexibility to support pharmacy dispensing in a Long
Term Care environment.

Features and Functionality
Cycle Fill Dispensing


Create cycle dates for a facility and stations within a
facility based on their needs



Setup multiple facilities as “Care Facilities”



Create unique inventory per facility and flag products



Automatically process Refills

Pharmacy Management System
Cycle Fill Pharmacy Solution
The Cycle Fill Solution is a fully configurable workflow that utilizes the
processing power of the ePostRx®. This capability allows clients to
process Cycle Fill according to business requirements, while utilizing the
common features of processing and shipping prescriptions in a typical
mail service environment.
In addition to the features and functionality listed the ePostRx™
application offers:

Cycle Dates


Fill dates are created based on the needs of the
facility as well as nursing stations within facilities



Cycle dates can be set to run automatically or as a
Single Cycle (off cycle) if needed



Cycle fill dates are verified with dispensing facility
schedules to alert the system administrator to any
conflicts with weekends or holidays

-

A high volume, enterprise solution that supports most
prescription dispensing business models

-

Fully customizable workflow rules and corresponding
queues

-

Open Source architecture, giving customers more control
over the application

-

And more

Inventory Management


Products files are setup per Facility



Inventory is managed per facility

Shipping Verification


The audit functionality in the application alerts the user when all
orders for a facility are processed and ready to ship via bar code
scanning functionality



For incomplete orders the user has the ability to see were in the
workflow the missing orders are to be processed

Facility Access


Facility staff can easily access the system to place
orders directly to the pharmacy and view order status
at any time



Secure setup allows data integrity while facilitating
communications between the pharmacy and the
facility

 Facilities have the ability to run real-time reports for
census and medications lists

 Facilities have the access to refill prescriptions and
enter new prescriptions the Facility Portal
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